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Abstract
Ballast water which transfers alien aquatic organisms and pathogens imposes threats
and/or causes damage to the environment, human health, social economic
development and resources. In order to reduce and eventually eliminate invasive
species, International Convention for the Control and Management of Ships’ Ballast
Water and Sediment (BWMC) was adopted by the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) in the February of 2004. As one of the member states of IMO, if
the Convention entered into force and China acceded to the Convention, China how
would supervise the shipboard ballast water as a Port State? Although the BWMC
has not met the criteria on enforcement so far, it is important in practice to develop a
strategy on ballast water management for China based on international legislation
and domestic shipping industry and environmental situation. This paper will take the
supervision of the shipboard ballast water as the research object. Analyzing the
content of the port state control in the BWMC, it will discuss on the regulation of
ballast water in different port states, clarify the necessity of the establishment of the
legal norms of port state control over ballast water, and explain the contents of the
legal mechanisms. The aim is to provide reference for the establishment of the legal
norms of the port state control over ballast water in China.

Key Words: Ballast Water: Port State Control: Legal Mechanism: the Invasion of
Alien Specie
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Chapter Ⅰ Introduction

1.1 The background of the research

With the development of large-scale ship, the capacity of ship's ballast water tank
and ship’s speed is increasing greatly, and the organisms and pathogens carried by
the ballast water is not only increase but also are more likely to survive. At the same
time, the increase of international trade results in the surging number of annual
global ballast water transfers. Undoubtedly, these factors lead to the increasing risk
of harmful aquatic organisms via ballast water. Once the invasion of alien species
occurs, it is difficult to be destroyed or removed absolutely. Alien invasive species
caused by Shipboard ballast water around the world are increasingly becoming the
focus of attention. All countries are strengthening the ship ballast water management,
including the supervision of flag state jurisdiction and port state control.

As a maritime country, China has serious problems on supervision of ships’ ballast
water and its operation, because there is no unified legal adjustment mechanism.
Ballast water jurisdiction of the port state belongs to the category of Port State
Control, which is essential for port State to maintain marine environment, so we must
build a sound supervision and management mechanism to safeguard the port states
on monitoring ship ballast water. So it is necessary to study this issue from the legal
aspects. However, in recent years, most domestic and foreign academics have
discussed ballast water from a technical and management perspective, which is
mainly reflected in the detection and treatment of ballast water. After the adoption of
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BWMC, the researchers began to do lots of theoretical research on the ballast water;
however, the researchers were confined to the analysis of and response of BWMC, as
well as prevention and treatment of ballast water bringing marine biological invasion,
ignoring the ship's ballast water port state control and management mechanisms

1.2 Objective of the research

In this paper, it analyzes the ship ballast water monitoring and management from the
perspective of the port state combining BWMC and the national legal systems to
explore the construction of supervision on ship ballast water from port state. Using
the methodology of comparative law, the paper analyzes the legal norms and specific
regulatory measures on port state control of ballast water in America, Australia and
New Zealand to find the problems in China. Based on the studies, it will try to find
the optimal supervision of the port state control on ballast water in China.

1.3 Research methodology

Reviewing literature,

the author obtains the comprehensive and correct

understanding on this subject. In the paper, it uses literature research method to find
the measures to strengthen the supervision of the port state.

Using the comparative methodology, the author analyzes the legal norms and
specific regulatory measures on port state control of ballast water in America,
Australia and New Zealand, and outlines the advantages and disadvantages of the
management of ballast water in different countries. Combined with the specific
circumstances of China, the paper finds the problems in China and proposes the
optimal method of supervision on ballast water in China.
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Based on many years of experiences of the Maritime Safety Administration (MSA),
the author uses classification, experience to analyze the materials which are collected
from various marine management departments. Some materials collected come from
the internet and the library of Dalian Maritime University (DMU).

1.4 Layout of the research

There are four parts in this article. The contents are as follows:
The first part is an outline of the content of BWMC and the guidelines for port state
control under the BWMC; it will analyze the necessity of the establishment of the
port state control of ballast water system.

In the second part, using the comparative methodology to analyze the legal norms
and specific regulatory measures in port state control of ballast water in different
countries, it provides reference for the supervision of the port state control over
ballast water in China.

The third part is to analyze the supervision barriers and causes of port state control to
ballast water in China, mainly in the following aspects: the lack of legal norms on
supervision of ballast water and causes; absence of a unified supervision system and
causes; the lack of penalties supporting and the reasons.

In the fourth part, based on the research results of the previous parts, and combined
with the actual situation in our country, it will put forward some countermeasures.
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Chapter Ⅱ Literature review

2.1 The overview of the BWM Convention

2.1.1 The application of BWMC

According to the provisions of Article 3 of the Convention, BWMC applies to ships
entitled to fly the flag of a Party; and ships not entitled to fly the flag of a Party but
which operate under the authority of a Party. But it is noteworthy that the convention
is not applied to any warship, naval auxiliary or other ship owned or operated by a
state and used. However, these vessels as far as possible in accordance with the
BWM Convention, when operate the ballast water (IMO. 2004).

2.1.2 The responsibility of states Parties

According to the requirements of Article 4 of the Convention, the responsibility of
States Parties includes two aspects: First, the party shall take effective measures to
ensure that the ships which fly its flag or operation under its authority compliance
with the requirement of the Convention; the second the party shall develop national
policies, strategies or programmes to achieve the requirements of the Convention
(IMO. 2004).

2.1.3 Sediment reception facilities
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Because the organisms of sediments are more harmful than the ballast water, the
risks of the invasion of harmful aquatic organisms resulted from the sediments are
much greater (Yan & Xia, 2009, p12). The provisions of Article 5 of BWMC, the
party should provide sufficient sediment Reception Facilities for ship ballast tank
cleaning or repairment. For this, IMO especially established the guidelines for
sediment reception facilities (G1).

2.1.4 The inspection of ships and sanctions

According to provisions of Article 9 of the Convention, states Parties authorized
officer may inspect a ship in the port to determine the ship complied with the
requirements of BWMC. Inspection includes verifying a vessel holding a valid
certificate, checking Ballast Water Record Book (BWRB), and testing ballast water
sample. For any violation of the Convention, states Parties shall in accordance with
the procedures required by its law, take appropriate measures, including severe
enough punishment, warnings, detention or expulsion, or prohibiting the discharge of
ballast water to eliminate hazards; or when the ship violates the Convention, the
party also can provide information and evidence to the flag state authorities, then it
shall be punished by the competent authorities of the flag state (IMO, 2004).

2.1.5 The requirements of ballast water management

The Annex A of the Convention provides that ship discharges ballast water only
through ballast water management, which include ballast water treatment and ballast
water exchange. Figure 2-1 showing the ballast water management.
Exchange
Ballast Water Management
(A-2)

Ballast Water Exchange
Standard (D-1)

After 2016

Treatment
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Ballast Water Performance
Standard (D-2)

Figure 2-1 The two ways of ballast water management
Source: Author

Ballast water exchange is limited by the weather, sea conditions, geographical
conditions; it can be regarded as a transitional measure when ballast water
management system technology is not yet mature. Therefore, the ultimate method of
ship ballast water management is installing ballast water treatment equipment on
board (Xu, 2007. pp.57-59). For the ships only sailing in a specified port or locations,
and no installation of ship ballast water or sediments, the port state may be exempted
from the requirements of the ballast water management. The remulations B-3 states
that the ballast water exchange and the time for ballast water management system,
the following Table 2-1 shows the requirements for installation of ballast water
management systems on ships

Table 2-1 The requirements for installation of ballast water management systems on
ships

Source: IMO. (2013). Application of the International Convention for the Control and Management of
Ships’ Ballast Water and Sediments, 2004.(A28/Res.1088). London: Author.
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Regulation B-4 Ballast Water Exchange requires that Ballast Water exchange at least
200 nautical miles from the nearest land and at least 200 metres in depth, if that
cannot meet, ballast water exchange at least 50 nautical miles from the nearest land
and the water depth 200 at least. If ships cannot meet the requirements of the
exchange of geography, the port state may designate ship ballast water exchange
areas (IMO, 2004).

2.1.6 The requirements of inspection and certification

The competent authorities or designated agency will inspect the ship’s ballast water
equipment, structures, systems, components, equipment and materials, after testing
with the requirements of the Convention, the competent authority shall issue
International Ballast Water Management Certificate.

2.2 The content of port state supervision in BWMC

Once BWM Convention entered into force, the ship may be inspected by the port
state to determine whether they meet the requirements of the Convention. These
inspections are limited to:
–verifying certification
– inspecting the ballast water record book
– sampling ballast water in accordance with the IMO’s guidelines (IMO, 2004 ).
According to the BWMC, the responsibility and obligation of port states include the
following four elements.

2.2.1 Port state control inspection

The purpose of port state control (PSC) is to establish a monitoring mechanism to
ensure the ballast water certificates, documents and ballast operations meet the
relevant requirements. Article 9 of the Convention requires that port state inspection
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is typically limited to checking certificates and records, as well as ballast water
sampling. For other violations of the ship, the port state shall inform the flag
Administration (IMO, 2004).

2.2.2 Exemptions

For ships on voyages between specified ports or locations, and without ballast water
or sediment on board, according to regulation A-4 Exemptions and Guidelines for
risk assessment under regulation A-4 of the BWM convention (G7). Port state may
waive these vessels on the requirements of ballast water under their jurisdiction. By
the way, Regulation A-4 Exemptions requires the exemptions of port states must be
based on the results of risk assessment; G7 provides principles of risk assessment and
the brief method of assessment. According to the assessment method in G7, first
determining the output of the harbour and port of entry is part of the same biological
area, then according to the results, determining to use environmental assessment,
species bio-geographic assessment or species-specific assessment.

2.2.3 Specifying the ballast water exchange area

According to Regulation B-4 Ballast Water Exchange, if the ships cannot meet the
requirements of ballast water exchange that at least 200 or 50 nautical miles from the
nearest land and the water depth 200 at least; the port State may designate ship
ballast water exchange areas. The guidelines on designation of areas for ballast water
exchange (G14) illustrate three specific steps on how to designate ballast water
exchange areas, including the identification, assessment and designation.

2.2.4 Additional requirements

Although the Ballast Water Convention and guidelines made specific provisions for
ballast water management, some of the parties to protect its waters from an
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environmental perspective, it is necessary to introduce specific standards or
requirements. The Annex C of Convention and Guidelines for additional measures
regarding ballast water management including emergency situations (G13) require
that additional measures do not violate existing international law.

2.3 The content of guidelines for port state control under the BWM Convention

In 2014, the international maritime organization (IMO) adopted Guidelines for Port
State Control under the BWM Convention (Resolution MEPC.252(67)). In order to
verify compliance with the requirements of the BWM Convention, it provides basic
guidance for the implementation of port state control inspections.

2.3.1 Application

The guidelines apply to ships as the same as in article 3 of the BWM Convention.
Ships entitled to fly the flag of a Party; and ships not entitled to fly the flag of a Party
but which operate under the authority of a Party (IMO, 2004).

2.3.2 Inspections of ships

There is a four-stage inspection for the PSC procedure: initial inspection, more
detailed inspection, sampling and control action.

1. In the first stage, the emphasis is placed on the documentation and making sure
that a designated officer is responsible for the ballast water management system
(BWMS). The officer has to be trained to know how to operate it (IMO, 2014). In
this stage, if the ship does not hold a valid certificate, there are clear reasons to
believe that the conditions on the ship or its equipment does not comply with the
convention, or the master and crew are not familiar with the basic procedures of ship
ballast water management. So the PSCO will conduct a detailed inspection.
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2. In the second stage – the “more detailed inspection”, The PSCO mainly checks the
operation of the BWMS and whether it has been operated adequately according to
the BWMP.

3. In the third stage, if sampling occurs during this stage of PSC, it relies on
indicative analysis to determine whether the ship meets the standards of ballast water
management performance in section D-2.

4. Control action. If a result of the above sampling supports information received
from another port or offshore terminal, indicating that the ship poses a threat to
environment, human health, property or resources, the Party in whose waters the
ships’ operation should be prohibited (IMO, 2014). So the discharge ballast water
should be stopped due to sampling as a control action until the threat has been
cancelled.

2.3.3 Reporting requirements

After an inspection is completed, port state authorities should ensure that the master
of the ship shall receive a document which shows the results of the inspection, and a
list showing the master and/or company take corrective action to comply with
convention. Such reports (appendix 1) shall use the format of appendix 13 of the
Procedures for port State Control (resolution A.1052(27), paragraph 4.1.1). The
inspection report should be sent to the requesting State and the flag State when a
result of inspection is requested by another State (IMO, 2011).

2.4 The necessity for port state to establish ballast water supervision system

There are close relationships between port state supervision and stopping the
invasion of alien species, according to the principle of the “prevention” is better than
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“governance”. The following reasons require the port state to establish ballast water
supervision system.
2.4.1 Mandatory unity and long-term management of ship’s ballast water

Firstly, it is mandatory by way of legislation to prevent the ship ballast water from
bringing marine biological invasion. In the shipping industry, all commercial vessels
have the same objective to chase profits; however, the marine ballast water
management which prevents the invasion of alien species will lead to increased ship
management costs, so it is unrealistic for the ship owner to manage ballast water to
prevent the invasion of alien species. Only the mandatory law can adjust ballast
water management effectively and guarantee the implementation of strict liability.
For example, Australia, the United States and other countries once developed a series
of voluntary ballast water management rules, but later they found that its
implementation was not satisfactory and further development of mandatory
regulation to prevent the alien species invasion (Occhipinti-Ambrogi, 2003, p542).

Secondly, it is a unified practice to prevent the ship ballast water from bringing
marine biological invasion by way of legislation. On the one hand, the competition of
the shipping market needs a fair competitive rule so that all ship owners are on the
same starting line. On the other hand, a unified law can give the lowest standard to
ship owners to prevent ballast water from bringing the invasion of alien species, and
promote the implementation of the convention effectively.

Thirdly, it is to the long-term interest to prevent the ship ballast water from bringing
the invasion of alien species by way of legislation. Because the law is the highest
rule that adjusts people’s behaviour, its formulation and revision have strict
procedures, with strong stability (Zhang, 2003). To prevent the ship ballast water
bringing the invasion of alien species by way of legislation will bring the continuity
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and stability to ballast water management, thereby improving the efficiency of its
implementation.

2.4.2 The needs for fulfilling international conventions

Although China has yet to join the BWMC and it is not yet in force, the entry into
force of the Convention is only a matter of time. Moreover, once the Convention
entered into force, even if the country does not join the Convention, a ship in a
foreign country is also required to comply with the requirement of BWMC, and nonparties will not receive more favourable treatment than the state party (Zhang
&Wang2009, p36). Therefore, China accession to the Convention is only a matter of
time. Thus, developing and improving China's relevant laws and regulations to
prevent the ship ballast water from bringing the invasion of alien species also fulfils
needs of the Convention.

2.4.3 The needs for safeguarding the interests of our shipping

As one of the largest maritime countries, China had a large fleet that accounted for
3.4 percent of world gross tonnage by the end of 2009; China has been consecutively
elected to IMO Class A members (Cai, 2010, p140). On the one hand, as an IMO
Class A member, we should fulfil our responsibility to protect the marine
environment. On the other hand, the ballast water management standards possibly
results in a new technical barrier to trade. According to the principle of reciprocity,
other country establish unilateral legislation for ballast water, our country should also
take appropriate measures to safeguard the country's legitimate rights and interests,
protect the smooth progress of China's shipping economy.

2.4.4 The needs for preventing the invasion of alien marine species
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Ship ballast water bringing the harm of alien species invasions embodied in three
aspects:

Firstly, it damages human health. Because many invasive species which are harm to
human health are the human pathogen or pathogens media. Once the invasion is
successful, it will result in large-scale epidemic, serious harm to human health. For
example, the outbreak of cholera in America in 1991, caused a total of over 100
million people infected, about 1 million deaths (Hallegraeff, 1993, pp.77-79), The
reason is probably that a foreign vessel discharged ballast water contaminated by the
Asian cholera into the Peru harbour. Ballast water may also spread marine
phytoplankton formed a red tide, which produces a toxin through the food chain,
causing human food poisoning.

Secondly, it hinders the economic development. The problem of ship's ballast water
can be shown from the economy. Such as local marine species reducing, landscape
loss due to algae and shellfish throughout the coastline, the economic biological
disease due to the spread of pathogens (Li & Du, 2009). All of these will result in
direct or indirect economic losses on the marine industry.

Thirdly, it destructs the ecological environment. The invasion of alien species
through ship ballast water can cause imbalance of marine ecosystem structure,
function degradation and loss of biodiversity, so that the material flow system,
energy cycles and other functions are affected, and can even lead to the collapse of
entire ecosystems (Mei, 2007). Take the red tide for example; it is basically being
inadvertently introduced into our waters through ballast water. Since the red tide
organisms are basically of no economic value, when the red tide breaks out, ocean
ecological balance has been disturbed and destroyed.
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Chapter Ⅲ A comparative analysis of the representative port state in ballast
water regulation

In the 1980s, Canada, American and Australia began to suffer from the harmful
species invasion, after that these countries gradually introduced a variety of
legislation. IMO also began to pay attention to alien marine species caused by ballast
water, and organized research and discussion on ballast water bringing marine
biological invasion. After twenty years of legislative exploration, in some countries,
legislation and BWMC have formed a relatively mature system, which provides good
reference for China’s legislation.

3.1 Management system

3.1.1 America

There are two different kinds of ballast water management institutions in the United
States, federal and state authorities. At the federal level, the United States Coast
Guard (USCG) which belongs to the Department of Homeland Security is the US
ballast water management authorities. The main task of USCG is to protect public
safety at sea, navigable waterways and resources and the environment. USCG
mandated by The Law of Alien Aquatic Organisms Prevention and Control is
responsible for ballast water management, and has the right to develop the relevant
rules in accordance with Congress legislation; the rules which are incorporated into
the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) implement in the whole country. On the state
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level, different states have different competent authorities, for example, the
competent authorities of Washington are Fisheries and Wildlife department; in
Oregon and Michigan, a competent authority is Environmental Quality Department.

3.1.2 Australia

Australia’s ballast water management system also uses two different systems, federal
and Victoria. At the federal level, Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service
(AQIS) is the ballast water management authority. The main functions of AQIS are
to inspect and quarantine people entering and leaving Australia, goods and vehicles,
etc. On the state level, only Victoria has separate ballast water management authority;
its Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is responsible for ballast water
management within state.

3.1.3 New Zealand

New Zealand ship ballast water management system uses single-track system.
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF) is in charge of ballast water
management; the Bio-security Authority is part of MAF. Its main function is to
promote international trade, protect the national health, and marine environment.

3.1.4 Comparison and Analysis

There are some reasons for the differences in ballast water management institutions
among Australia, New Zealand, and United States. Firstly, the state structure is not
the same, which is the main reason for different management institutions; Australia
and the United States have adopted the federal system, while New Zealand is a
unitary state. Secondly, the managed water is also affecting the composition of
ballast water management institutions. US coastline is 22,680 kilometres, 664,709
square kilometres of water area, the Australian coastline is 37,000 kilometres, while
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the New Zealand coastline is 6,900 kilometres, the water area is only 5,642 square
kilometres (Wikipedia, 2015). The water area administered by New Zealand is much
smaller than Australia and the United States, so the management system of a
relatively simple single-track system is more efficient.

The competent authorities are also different in these three countries, such as USCG
in America, EPA in Australia and the MAF in New Zealand. In addition, the
different focuses on ballast water management also cause the different competent
authorities. For example, Australia and New Zealand not only require mandatory
ballast water report, but also require mandatory ballast water management, so ballast
water inspected and quarantined by administration institution of related industries or
ecological security mechanism may have the advantages of equipment, technology
and staff.

3.2 Ballast water management plan (BWMP)

3.2.1 America

Different from the BWMC, according to the requirements in the 33 CFR Pt151.2035,
America establishment and implementation with ballast water management plan is
voluntary rather than mandatory, no matter the ship established or implemented
ballast water management plan, it will be forced to record in the Ballast Water
Record Book (BWRB) (CFR, 2009). America suggests that every ship develop ship
ballast water management plan according to their specific situation. However, the
details of ballast water management plan and other requirements are not mentioned.

3.2.2 Australia

Australia only recommends ships to equip with and implement the ballast water
management plan approved by the Classification Society. The ballast water
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management plan indicates how to operate the ship ballast water management in bad
weather, stability and sloshing situation (David, 2004, pp.313-319). However, the
officer who should be charge of the management of ballast water and the use of
language for ballast water management plan are not mentioned

3.2.3 Comparison and Analysis

BWMC requires that the ships establish and implement the ballast water
management plan (BWMP) mandatorily, and provides the details of ballast water
management plan (BWMP), while the US and Australia only make provisions
voluntarily on ballast water management plan, and have not provided details of
ballast water management plan; New Zealand law even does not have any legal
provisions on ballast water management plan. Ballast water management plan
provides a ballast water management process, the implementation of the program and
the designated officer, which is very conducive to ships’ ballast water management
standardization and efficiency. Nowadays the BWMC has not yet entered into force;
developing countries do not want to pay the cost of ballast water management plan in
advance.

In summary, the establishment and implementation of ballast water management plan
can improve the standardization and efficiency of management of ships’ ballast water,
the ships which are not equipped with ballast water management plan before the
implementation of BWMC can save the cost of BWMP. As mentioned above, the
BWMC chose the former, and some countries chose the latter.

3.3 Ballast water exchange standard

3.3.1 America
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According to the conditions of its territorial waters, US federal law has two different
kinds of legislation on ballast water exchange.

The first kind of legislation covers all the waters of the United States, The main
provisions of the legislation in the 33 CFR Pt151.2035 (Implementation schedule for
approved ballast water management methods), which provides for the voluntary
ballast water exchange and treatment requirements. Before entering US waters, in the
exclusive economic zone beyond 200 nautical miles from the shore, water depth of at
least 2000 m, ballast water should be exchanged; ballast water retained on board in
US waters shall be discharged into an approved reception facilities approved by
USCG (CFR, 2009).

The second kind of legislation is special legislation for the Great Lakes and Hudson
River (Hudson River). The main provisions of the legislation are in the 33 CFR
Pt151.1510- Ballast water management requirements, which provide mandatory
provisions of the exchange and treatment of ballast water requirements (CFR, 2009).

For the mandatory ballast water management, except for Maryland where ballast
water exchange and treatment is voluntary, the other states make this as a mandatory
requirement. For ballast water exchange and treatment, state regulations for ballast
water treatment and exchange terms are not the same, but they are more stringent
than federal legislation. However the both kinds of legislation are not relieving the
crew's responsibility on ballast water exchange and treatment to ensure the safety of
the ship.

3.3.2 Australia

Ballast water exchange and treatment rules in AQIS are introduced in the Australian
Ballast Water Management Requirements. The rule is mandatory, and any violation
is to bear the corresponding legal responsibility.
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Firstly, all ballast water is divided into two categories by AQIS. The first category is
called High Risk Ballast Water; this kind of ballast water discharge is considered to
have a high risk of biological invasion, and its discharge is prohibited in Australia.
The second type is called Low Risk Ballast Water, it is divided into four categories:
(1) from any source of fresh water;
(2) The ballast water exchanged in the permitted manner on the allowing location
(mid-ocean); and
(3) At least 95% of ballast water is pumped into ballast tank from the mid-ocean; and
(4) at least 95% ballast water is pumped into ballast tank from the territorial waters
within Australia.

Secondly, the ships containing high risk ballast water enter the territorial waters of
Australia; AQIS will provide three ways for ballast water exchange for ships’ choice.

(1) Prohibiting the discharge of ballast water. AQIS will require ships to hire an
independent maritime surveyor at their own expense; the surveyor will inspect the
vessel in the port to confirm the ship is not discharge ballast water. This additional
requirement is to ask the ships to prove that they did not take the initiative to
discharge ballast water.

(2) The ship does not discharge ballast water, but it is required to adjust the boat
between the various internal ballast tanks. The captain must strictly control ballast
water regulation and proper operation. Once overflow occurs, the consequences
equal to the emission of high-risk ballast water. Meanwhile, AQIS recommends that
the ballast water in car carriers and other special purpose ships which often use
ballast water to adjust ship between various internal ballast tanks should be low-risk
ballast water.
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(3) Ballast water exchanged in the sea. Replacement rate shall be not less than 95%,
and position must be outside of Australian territorial waters. Meanwhile, AQIS
recommends replacing place as far away from the mainland, and a depth of less than
200m. For ballast water exchange, AQIS proposed three methods: Sequential
exchange (empty / refill) method, Flow through method and Dilution method.

Finally, the rule also proposes to deposit requirements. When cleaning up ballast
tanks, the pump must be dedicated pumps. But, either pump or manual cleaning,
deposits cannot be discharged into Australian waters. Sediments can be used as
quarantine waste to be treated ashore, or discharged to the deep sea outside the
territorial sea.

In Victoria, EPA also treat all types of domestic ballast water differently, ballast
water is also divided into two categories through software called risk assessment tool
developed by EPA. The first category is called high-risk domestic ballast water,
which leads to a high risk of biological invasion. The second type is called low-risk
domestic ballast water, which will not lead to a high risk of biological invasion; this
kind of ballast water may be discharged directly. Domestic high-risk ballast water
cannot be discharged, but can be used to adjust ship balance between the various
internal ballast tanks. In Victoria the ship safety issues is consistent with federal
regulations, ship safety take precedence over the ship ballast water treatment, and it
cannot because of ballast water treatment endanger the safety of the ship.

3.3.3 New Zealand

The main provisions of ballast water exchange and treatment requirements are in the
external ballast water import health standards, which mainly deals with the ship
safety issues, and ballast water exchange and processing requirements does not
relieve the crew to ensure ship security.
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The Standard provides four kinds of methods of ballast water exchange and
treatment:
(1) In the waters far away from the coast, ballast water exchange place at 200 m
water depths at least, beyond 200 nautical miles from mainland;
(2) If the ballast water is fresh water, its salinity does not exceed 2.5‰;
(3) Using ballast water treatment equipment approved by MAF;
(4)With the method of MAF, the ballast water discharged into ballast water treatment
facility on shore

3.3.4 Comparison and Analysis

Analysing Ballast Water Exchange Standard among New Zealand, the United States
and Australia, we can find the following features in common.

Firstly, they pay special attention to the safety of the ship. All ballast water
legislation and BWMC have a security clause, which emphasizes the importance of
the safety of ships and personnel, that is to say, the right to life is the basis of other
rights (such as environmental rights, property rights, etc.), the right to life is higher
than other rights.

Secondly, Ballast Water Management legislation on ballast water exchange and
treatment methods and standards regulations are basically the same, which borrowed
the methods and standards from BWMC, for example, the exchange of ballast water
used by Sequential exchange (empty / refill) method, Flow through method and
Dilution method, the ballast water exchange place at 200 m water depths at least,
beyond 200 nautical miles from mainland. Although the BWMC has not yet entered
into force, some of its provisions have been widely accepted.

Most countries’ ballast water legislation refers to the provisions of BWMC, but there
are some obvious differences. The United States for their own waters stratified
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legislation; strictly protect the relatively fragile ecosystems of Great Lakes, but the
management of other waters is more relaxed. New Zealand provides that ballast
water in a certain sea leads to a higher risk of marine biological invasion; the ballast
water from these certain sea is not exemption. Australia on ballast water legislation is
most comprehensive and detailed. Firstly, all the ballast water is treated as two
categories in Australia; secondly, the methods of ballast water exchange are more
stringent than BWMC; thirdly, Victoria legislation on domestic ballast water
exchange and processing introduced software to calculate the dangerous degree of
ballast water; it is called risk test tool, which is more scientific to classify the ballast
water. Legislation in Australia on ballast water is no doubt at the forefront of the
world.

It is noticed that the BWMC highlighted ballast water treatment requirements, and
ballast water exchange is considered as a transitional measure. But in national
legislation (state), the ballast water treatment requirements are rarely mentioned, and
they focus on the provisions of the ballast water exchange. The reason for this
deviation is obvious; ballast water exchange is not required to procure new marine
equipment; technology has matured, but the ballast water treatment plant will cost a
lot of money, so the BWMC has not yet entered into force, and ballast water
exchange is the most affordable measures to manage ballast water.

3.4 Ballast water report

3.4.1 America

Ballast water reports are to be forced to submit in America. But some ships may be
exempted to submit ballast water reports, such as coastal shipping tankers, USCG
vessels and warships and ship operated only within a port area. It is worth
mentioning that the agencies receiving ship ballast water reports are different in
different regions. The USCG receives ballast water reports from ships which enter
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the Great Lakes or the Hudson River. For the ships accessed to other areas, ballast
water reports are submitted to National Ballast Information Clearinghouse (NBIC)
which is set up by USCG and Smithsonian Environmental Research Centres. In order
to facilitate ship reporting, NBIC offers four ways for ships to submit reports: the
NBIC web site submission; submitting through e-mail; fax submission; mail to the
USCG, if referred by the USCG. Different from traditional fax and mail, it was
added to the web page and e-mail, so that ships' ballast water reports can be
submitted extremely quickly, the cost reduced largely, and NBIC collecting data
conveniently.

3.4.2 Australia

AQIS also requires that ships entering Australian waters from outside of Australia to
submit ballast water report, called Quarantine Pre-Arrival Report (QPAR). The
captain needs to submit QPAR to AQIS within 12 to 96 hours before arrived, if the
captain or the agent did not submit QPAR, AQIS will not go through formal
quarantine. So the timetable of ships may be delayed, AQIS will impose additional
costs for this. AQIS officers on board will combine QPAR, ballast water
management record, deck recording, engine logbook and ballast water management
logs to confirm that the information is accurate.

Victorian law also provides the obligations of ballast water report. Except for the
ships that permanently use fresh water as ballast water, the rest of the vessels must
report to the EPA. Unlike the AQIS requirements for foreign vessels, ballast water
log (appendix 2) needs to be submitted together with the ballast water report
(appendix 3) to EPA. Before reporting, the Risk Test Tool must be used to test risk,
and then the ballast water reports submitted to the EPA must contain description of
Risk Test Tool and test results.
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In Victoria, it is worth mentioning that the domestic ballast water accreditation
agreements: When a ship regularly berth a port in Victoria, and the ship owner and
captain actively fulfil their obligations of ballast water management, EPA can reach
an agreement with the ship to exempt the ballast water report. The agreement can be
regarded as an award to the captain who fulfils the obligations of ballast water
management. The EPA also can reduce the protocol of administrative services at the
same time protecting the environment.

3.4.3 New Zealand

New Zealand also requires ships to submit mandatory ballast water reports. The
reports called Vessel Ballast Water Declaration are submitted to the Quarantine
Service of MAF. The report is divided into two parts, and each ship loading ballast
water and entering New Zealand waters is required to submit the first part of the
report. If it is necessary to discharge ballast water in New Zealand waters, ships need
to submit the first and second parts.

3.4.4 Comparison and Analysis

About the ballast water reports, most of countries are the same on provisions, but
they also have some little differences.
Firstly, the same provisions:
(1) Before entering the territorial waters, the mandatory reports are submitted.
(2) The content of report is the same, including description of the voyage, ballast
water information, ballast water management and discharge records and so on.

Secondly, there are also some differences among these countries:
(1) The time of submitting ballast water reports is varying;
(2) The exemption of ballast water report is different. The United States listed the
categories of exempted ship, the Commonwealth of Australia and New Zealand do
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not provide for an exemption, the Victorian reach exemption agreement with ships.
Exemption scheme allows certain vessels to carry lower risk invasion without
submitting ballast water reports. This way not only reduces the workload of
authorities, but also reduces the ships’ operating costs. It is good reference for China.
(3) The report form and submission are slightly different
(4) The receiving authorities are also different. The competent authorities receive the
report in Australia and New Zealand, however, in the United States, NBIC
established by USCG and SERC receives ballast water report. This practice should
be promoted, because authorities and marine ecology research institutions receiving
ballast water report can promote the coordination between management
organizations and research institutions.

3.5 Violations

3.5.1 America

On June 14, 2004, USCG issued a rule that the vessels entering the US water and did
not submit a report or the vessels entering the Great Lakes and Hudson River harbour
and violated ballast water management will receive penalties. This rule is described
in the 33 CFR Pt151.2007. USCG can impose on responsible persons for civil
penalties of up to $ 27,500, and every day counted as a separate liability. For wilful
violation of the rules, the responsible person will be imposed Class C felony which is
12 years’ imprisonment (CFR, 2004).

3.5.2 Australia

According to Article 10 of quarantine rules (2000), the responsible person who did
not submit report will receive two years imprisonment; the responsible person who
deliberately provided false reports or misleading information will receive one year of
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imprisonment; the responsible person negligence to provide false or misleading
information reports will receive six months in prison (Quarantine Rules, 2000).

According to Article 22 A of quarantine rule (2000) and Article 70 of Quarantine
Law (1908), when AQIS officers inspect ballast water record, it cannot be submitted,
the ship will be fined and the responsible person will receive two years of
imprisonment (Quarantine Law, 1908).

Victoria provides for specific penalties, the crew can be imposed fines up to AUD
20,000 and imprisonment, and for the company (the owner), penalty is up to
AUD100,000,000. Such harsh form of legal liability is double deterring to shipowners and crew (Quarantine Law, 1908).

3.5.3 New Zealand

If the information reported to the Quarantine Service is not accurate, according to
Article 154 (b) of Ecological Security Law, the responsible person will be sentenced
to 12 months imprisonment and (or) fined up to NZ $ 50,000; the company fined up
to NZ $ 100,000. If the ship does not meet the requirements of ballast water
management, individuals will be sentenced to a fine up to NZ $ 5,000; the company
fined up to NZ $ 15,000 (Chen, 2009).

3.5.4 Comparison and Analysis

Violation of mandatory ballast water management requirements is bound to the
penalty. All countries (state) have a high degree of consistency in terms of the
penalty system, and the violation of ballast water management requirements
punished by criminal and (or) civil penalties is a unified trend.
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There are some different provisions on forms and degrees of responsibility. In the
United States, the violation of ballast water management is punished by a civil
penalty; this way can force the offender to immediately stop their illegal activities. In
Australia and New Zealand, the provisions on the violation of ballast water
management are very detailed, which clearly specify the requirements of ballast
water reports, ballast water record and ballast water management, and the provisions
adding sanctions for shipping companies reflects the scientific and systematic
manner of penalty.
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Chapter Ⅳ The supervision barriers of ballast water and causes in China

4.1 The lack of legal norms on supervision of ballast water and causes

There are two major problems with the legal norms of ballast water in China:

Firstly, there is no special law for port state control to ballast water and the related
ballast water laws and regulations rarely mentioned the issue of port state control. In
the overall framework, China’s ballast water management regulations are scattered in
different laws; only one or two provisions are about the ballast water in a law, so lack
of legal norms to port state supervision is the biggest barriers in China.

Second, the lack of operational provisions results in difficulty in the implementation
of the legal norms of ballast water port state control. For example, article 12 of
Regulations of the People’s Republic of China on the Prevention and Control of
Marine Pollution from Ships provides that Ships in the waters under the jurisdiction
of the People’s Republic of China should comply with laws, administrative
regulations regarding discharge of vessel garbage, sewage, oily water, sewage
containing toxic and hazardous substances, emissions and other pollutants and ballast
water (Regulations of the People’s Republic of China on the Prevention and Control
of Marine Pollution from Ships, 2013 ). This rule is a typical appointment norm,
there is no clearly defined content in the law, and it just authorizes an agency to do
this work. The key problem is that China has not yet developed any standards on the
ballast water discharge, and did not specify how authorities appointed to develop
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standards. Such similar issues exist widely in legal norms of port state supervision on
ballast water.

For the above problems, the fundamental reason is the different ideas of legislation
between the traditional ship management and ballast water port state prevention.
Ballast water port state supervision is part of ships’ ballast water management
systems, the purpose of legislation is to prevent the discharge of ballast water from
bringing the invasion of alien species by port state controls, and protect the
ecological environment of the port State waters. However, traditional ship
management and control system concerned only pollution from ships, but how the
invasion of alien species damaged marine environment is little mentioned. Take as an
example Regulations of the People’s Republic of China on the prevention vessel
induced sea pollution, it mainly concerns the oil and hazardous substances in the
ballast water, but it does not consider how the ballast water brings biological
invasions. So the ideal of traditional legislation always leads to the lack of legal
norms on ships' ballast water port state control.

4.2 Absence of a unified supervision system and causes

There are some problems in ballast water supervision system such as the complicated
agency, unclear division of responsibilities. Unlike the United States, Australia, New
Zealand, China has not confirmed a competent authority to administer ballast water
affairs. Therefore, multiple administrations have jurisdiction over the implementation
of the ballast water, such as environmental protection administration, fishery
administration, and the maritime safety administration. Oceanic Administration,
Maritime Administration, all has their maritime law enforcement personnel;
inspection and quarantine departments also take on important law enforcement
functions. So decentralized management and law enforcement model is not
conducive to the implementation of this system. The disadvantages are as follows:
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1. It is difficult to clear division of powers between different administrations;

2. The administrations may focus only on immediate interests of their own, without
regard to the overall interests, and focus only on the economic interests while
ignoring the ecological benefits; therefore, they implement the ballast water
management inefficiently.

3. The functions and responsibilities of the management are decentralized and
overlapping, under this kind of supervision mode, the various departments in the
implementation of the ballast water system are very likely to cause friction and
increase costs. Because in China the ballast water management has yet to involve
biological invasion of alien species, but just taking into account the marine
environmental protection, its management inevitably involves fisheries, marine,
quarantine, maritime, environmental protection and many other government
departments.

4.3 The lack of penalties supporting and the reasons

Because China has not yet developed an effective legal norm on national port ballast
water monitoring and management, if a foreign ship violates the provisions of the
discharge of ballast water in China waters, there are not any specific responsibilities
and penalty system that can be applied. In the area of civil penalty, damage to marine
environment resulting from the invasion of alien species has not the corresponding
direct compensation mechanism.

4.4 The barriers of shipping companies
Ballast water treatment equipment as the IMO mandatory installation of ship critical
equipment, it is a complex high-tech component including water treatment
technology, automatic control, separation technology, multi-disciplinary (Lu, 2012,
p76). It is not only to develop a rapid sterilization and no secondary pollution
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technology, but also the technology from the lab to the ocean-going long-term
operation. Once the BWM Convention enters into force, all ships will install ballast
water treatment equipment in 2017. According to market research, foreign ballast
water treatment equipment has entered China with the average price of $ 500,000. At
present China has ocean shipping of 7600 ships, plus installation and related costs, its
total capital is considerable. Although three R & D products have been certified
eligible IMO (Yu, 2014 pp. 23-25), in the face of such a huge 7 600 maritime
merchant fleet, it is not enough. After the BWM Convention enters into force,
shipping companies will have to spend huge sums of money to purchase ballast water
treatment equipment, so the consumption of electric power system and maintenance
costs will make ship-owners’ operating costs increase significantly. According to
China Shipbuilding Engineering Society in 2011, in the next 10 years, overcapacity,
fierce competition, lower tariffs, and domestic labour and raw material costs in the
shipping market will continue to rise. So it is difficult for shipping companies to have
a ballast water treatment equipment maintenance capability, and have added to the
old vessels with suitable ballast water treatment systems.

In summary, because of the lack of legislation on China’s ballast water port state
control, it is difficult to enforce existing laws and regulations. There is still a lack of
supporting penalties and compensation mechanisms, the competent authorities and
law enforcement agencies are not set clear; in addition, the technology and capital
are the largest barriers to shipping companies. All these reasons result in the fact that
our country cannot build a platform for ballast water risk oversight and management
of ballast water discharge, which is an essential element for port state ballast water
supervision.
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Chapter ⅤSuggestions on the supervision of the port state on ballast water in
China

5.1 A comprehensive legislation on ballast water management

Ships’ ballast water brings the invasion of alien species and causes damage to the
ecological environment, human health and economic interests. Because of the lack of
legal norms in the ship’s ballast water management regime in China, how to establish
and improve relevant laws and mechanisms to control ballast water discharge has
been a priority of the current legal system construction. We first need to consider the
purpose of the legislation and the legislative framework and then the principles of
legislation.

5.1.1 The objective of legislation

The objective of legislation is to effectively prevent and control ships’ ballast water
from bringing invasion of alien species, preserve our marine environment, protect the
biological diversity and health of citizens, promote the sustainable development of
economy and society develop. The legislation shall reflect the purpose of sustainable
development as the centre of the legislative concepts.

5.1.2 The legislative framework
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Ship’s ballast water management involves highly specialized content of marine
ecology, environmental science, and marine operation. Although the invasion of
alien species brought by ballast water belongs to a part of the biological invasion, a
general invasion of alien species law is far from enough, so we should learn
advanced legislative experience from America Australia or New Zealand to develop
a special separate regulation on ballast water. According to the technical and
legislative restrictions to China’s current level of scientific research, we can set up a
voluntary ballast water management plan for gradual introduction of ballast water
management before the entry force of convention.

Since alien species invasion from the ballast water is a form of biological invasion, it
is possible to consider drawing from the legislative model of legal binding and
national prevention strategy, the development of national invasive alien species
management plan can made conducive to the competent authorities to manage ballast
water to prevent alien species from invading territorial waters.

5.1.3 Legislation principles

(1) Principles of international cooperation
Principles of international cooperation require that the different countries carry out
cooperation and exchanges in the implementation of ballast water management to
jointly cope with invasive species and reduce the impact brought by the invasion of
alien species. Since the foreign biological invasion occurred between countries,
individual countries taking action in the management of invasive alien species get
little success due to lack of coordination with other countries (Bo, 2001, pp. 39-42).
Therefore carrying out cooperation and information exchanges between countries is
very important. Cooperation is not only between national governments, and
international organizations, but also exists among scientific groups and research
institutions; the forms of cooperation are not only international treaties, but also
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multilateral and bilateral agreements and discussions; the way to achieve is includes
financial assistance, technical support, capacity-building assistance. For example, in
2000-2004, Dalian as a pilot implementation of the Global Ballast Water
Management Project, one of its aims is to strengthen international cooperation on
international ships' ballast water management in the invasion of alien species. In
addition, bilateral agreement between the United States and Canada on Great Lakes
is a good example of regional cooperation.

China is one of the largest maritime countries, because China has many neighbouring
coastal countries and every day there are lots of ocean going vessels on arrival and
departure. Once the alien species in ballast water enter neighbouring waters, the risk
to waters that invade our country will increase, therefore, China should also
vigorously strengthen information exchanges and cooperation with neighbouring
countries and enter into bilateral or multilateral agreements with neighbouring
countries as far as possible. On the other hand, ships’ ballast water management
regime to prevent the invasion of alien species has just started in China; therefore, we
should actively carry out cooperation and exchange between countries, and absorb
mature and positive experience in ballast water management. The specific measure is
that we can establish the alien aquatic species common databases and information
systems in the world, build information communication platform to strengthen
information exchange.
（2） Ship safety and personnel safety first
The safety of navigation is a basic requirement of shipping. The legislation of ballast
water to prevent the invasion of alien species should be established to ensure the
safety of the ship firstly; it is not wise to requires ballast water exchange on the high
seas when ships are in danger.
As mentioned in chapter Ⅲ, the United States, Australia and other countries and
states put the ship safety and personal safety on the first place, the relevant ballast
water management legislations are set to a similar provision to avoid ballast water
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operation affects the ship and personnel safety. Therefore, in China, legislation on
preventing the invasion of alien species should also establish this principle to
strengthen the ballast water management to ensure the safety of life and safety of the
ship.

5.2 Unified competent authorities

According to China’s relevant laws and regulations, the agencies in charge of
management of ships’ ballast water discharge include the relevant maritime
authorities and quarantine authorities and state environmental protection departments.
In summary, the presence of law enforcement power is too decentralized.

The invasions of alien species caused by the ballast water are technical complexity,
because it covers the traditional areas such as ecology, environmental science, as
well as the management and formulation of ballast water discharge standards. So the
single model of law enforcement department is better to meet ship’s ballast water
management requirements. To prevent ships’ ballast water from bringing invasion of
alien species in China, law enforcement should establish a unified single integrated
management department. Since the ship’s ballast water management is related to Port
State Control and Flag State administration, at present, the relevant competent
authorities in China is maritime safety authority (MSA). Therefore, it is more
feasible that CMSA is responsible for the ship ballast water management. It should
be granted the power to formulate relevant rules and efficient management goals to
prevent alien species with ballast water from intruding our waters. This way can
avoid unclear management functions between multiple management departments.

5.3 The responsibilities and penalty system

Two penalties system should be created to improve our accountability system on
ballast water, administrative and civil. The former which depends on ballast water
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law system of port state controls on penalties is strict distinction between violation of
ballast water reporting systems and ballast water management requirements; the
results of its violations apply to different sanctions, including warnings, fines,
detention and deportation, and more. The latter can be combined with tort research
and environmental violations and reparation mechanisms at sea to establish China’s
violations of civil liability and compensation mechanisms on ballast water port state
control.

5.4 Reference to the BWMC

It is foreseeable that the entry into force of BMWC is just around the corner. During
developing our own ballast water management method, it is necessary to
appropriately refer to BWMC requirements. On the one hand, the accuracy and
validity of the BWM Convention cannot be questioned, referring to the provisions of
BWMC, the legislation on ballast water can save a lot of research work. On the other
hand, the BWMC is relatively uniform rule on ballast water management, as
mentioned above the legislation of the United States, Australia and New Zealand
with reference to the BWMC. So ballast water legislation in China is consistent with
the BWMC, which is conducive to our development of country's regulations. For
example, the ballast water record book system and ballast water management and
implementation of the planning system should learn from BWMC, because these
files with costs relatively inexpensive, and versatile; the logbook records all kinds of
ballast water operations, which is in favour of the competent authority to supervise,
and research institutions to research; ballast water management plan details the
ballast water management procedures and the responsible officer, which directly
improves the efficiency of ballast water management.

Moreover, accession to the convention can assume more international responsibility,
improve China's international status. However, premature or acceded to the
Convention to promote its entry into force would weaken the competitiveness of our
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fleet (Li, 2012, p30). Given that the current state of technology and ballast water
treatment technology of our fleet are not mature, we recommend that facilitating a
transition period to allow the comprehensive development of China’s fleet. Therefore,
how to deal with the relationship between acceding to BWMC and the development
of unilateral legislation? Domestic law is essentially expedient, and then when the
time is ripe, we can accede to the BWMC.

5.5 Port state control (PSC)

PSC inspections are practically distinguished into general, operational and policyrequired inspections (Hou, 2002). Port state officer may select ships to check
according to the ship’ conditions, currently, the selection factors include the owner
and ocean carriers blacklist; the flag state retention rate, classification societies
retention rate, vessel age, and routes. These factors overlap with the risk factors of
ships’ ballast water listed in Table5-1. After the implementation of BWMC, China
may use ballast water risk assessment as a selection factor for ballast water risk. In
addition, the risk of ballast water can be seen as an independent issue, with additional
manpower dedicated to PSC inspection of high-risk ships’ ballast water. In this case,
the existing test range will be expanded and adequate funding and staffing system
security will be provided.

Table 5-1 Factors affecting ships' ballast water risk

Source: International Maritime Organization. Guidelines for risk assessment under regulation A-4 of
the BWM Convention (G7). London: IMO; 2007.
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Ballast water discharged by ships bringing non-indigenous aquatic invasive species
(NIAS) invasion is not included in the scope of inspection of PSC in China, so the
authority of the PSC (China MSA) should increase informal contacts with the Tokyo
MOU or foreign PSC organizations to share information and experience. If ships
have been checked and passed in the MOU region, they may be exempted from
inspection when entering China. In this way, it will make the PSC more effective.

5.6 Recommended strategies to comply with the conventions

5.6.1 Ballast water management system

The ballast water management systems include ballast water exchange and treatment
as well as the content of ballast water records and reports, but in China the relevant
laws have not yet been involved in these aspects, which cause the lack of specific
systems.

According to the BWMC, China Classification Society developed Guidelines for
Ships' Ballast Water Management Plan (2006) for our ship's ballast water
management. This guide provides a method for the management of ships’ ballast
water, such as ballast water exchange, ballast water treatment technology, discharge
into the reception facility, and back to the original ground. It specifies three methods
of ballast water exchange: sequential method, overflow and dilution method. We can
see from the above that ballast water exchange methods proposes detailed
requirements in the guidelines; however the ballast water treatment and ballast water
treatment technology are only a general framework, which does not have detailed
requirements

However, these provisions in Guidelines are not enough. First, it is necessary for
China to refer to the requirements of BWMC and analyze the actual situation of
China’s waters, under the premise of ensuring safety of the ship; the competent
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authorities shall specify the ballast water exchange area which should be as far away
from the nearest land as possible. For example, ballast water exchange area should be
at least 200 sea miles from the nearest land and water depth of at least 200 meters, or
a certain area should be specified as a ballast water exchange place.

Second, China should establish standards for ballast water treatment. In the future,
ballast water exchange is a transition program. The international community has set
off the development of ballast water treatment system and achieved fruitful results,
which indicates that the ballast water treatment will become the main way to manage
ballast water, and therefore, it is necessary to refer to the relevant provisions of the
Convention to determine the ballast water performance standards in China and
determine microorganisms in ballast water standards.

Finally, the competent authorities establish the provisions of ballast water records
and reporting systems and both systems can provide quick and accurate information
for the competent authorities to supervise the ship ballast water. In particular, ballast
water record has details of specific issues including the time and place of intake and
discharge, responsible person of ballast water, content of the report, time of
submission, and for a certain agencies to submit specific content.

5.6.2 Ballast water risk assessment

Every single vessel entering coastal waters has the potential to introduce unwanted
non-indigenous aquatic invasive species (NIS) (Gollasch and Lepp¨akoski, 2007).
The successfully established NIS in a recipient region is the climax of a series of
steps, each of which must be successfully negotiated by invasive species, and a
probability of success can be assigned. These steps are in Figure 5-2. The events and
ecological patterns and processes which are not easy or entirely predictable result in
the arrival of species unpredicted (Hayes, 1997).
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Species is Present in Donor Port

Species Entrained into Ballast Tank

Species Survives Ballasting Process

Species Survives the Vessel's Journey

Species Survives Deballasting Process
in Recipient Port
Species Survives in Recipient Port

Species Reproduces and Establishes in

Species Impacts on

Recipient Port

Recipient Port

Human Health, Economic
And Environmental Costs

Species Disperses into
Recipient Port

Species Disperses

Figure 5-2 Ballast water introduction
Source: Pam,. E. D(2013). A subjective approach for ballast water risk estimation. Ocean Engineering
61 (2013) 66-76

In relation to NIS, risk is defined as the likelihood of undesired invasive species
establishing and causing biological, economic, or social damage in areas where the
species did not occur naturally or historically (Haugom et al., 2004). Explanation of
the possibility of harmful invasive species established should be completely
dependent on the endpoint of the evaluation (Hayes, 1997). If the endpoint is affected
by the establishment of the port or the new location of invasive alien species, then
the risk is the possibility of establishment.
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Nowadays, there are two methods of ballast water risk assessment of ship: EMBLA
(DNV) risk assessment method and the Global Ballast Water Management Project
(G1oBallast) (Boltovskoy,2011.pp.578-583). EMBLA assessment methodology
deems that there is an acceptable risk in ballast water. Because of this risk
assessment approach to evaluating the relative vague dangers and qualitative
acceptance of ballast water，it cannot build predictable ecosystem model (Liu, 2007).
The GloBallast mainly relies on the information of potential harmful species
provided by the global ecological regional species data base from Australian
Maritime intrusion pest species Research Centre. The content of Australian Marine
Invasive Species Research Centre is rich, but it is mainly for the 4 Australian port
waters, and its wide adaptability needs further study (Liu, 2007). Although both
ballast water risk assessment methods have limitations, both evaluation methods
provide a lot of references for preventing invasion of alien species.

Under the terms of the Convention A- 4 ballast water risk assessment guidelines,
three methods proposed. They are Species-specific approach, environmental
similarity approach, and species’ bio-geographical approach. These methods can be
used alone or in combination. Relevant information about ballast water load is
needed, including salinity, PH and other water quality information, some of the
dominant species, harmful species and other species information and tides, runoff
and other hydrological geographic information.

As a port state authority in accordance with national prevention of alien species,
China shall set acceptable risk standards, and establish methods and procedures for a
risk assessment. The program can be used for ship ballast water management to
propose additional measures. It is worth mentioning that China has vast waters, rich
species, and various ecological conditions, so when ballast water risk assessment is
conducted, we should pay special attention to regional differences and biological
invasion history, the ship ballast water bringing alien species diffusion capacity, the
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gene pool of native species, to ensure that ballast water bringing alien species does
not have major negative impact on ecology.

5.6.3 Inspection and quarantine

From an economic viewpoint, the cost of prevention is far lower than the cost of the
outbreak, so it is rational and reasonable for rule-makers to prevent alien species with
ballast water into the territory from the source. Therefore, besides the ballast water
risk assessment, inspection and quarantine as preventive measures are efficient for
port state to supervise ballast water.

In China, Entry and Exit Animal and Plant Quarantine Law made more explicit
provisions on imports of animal and plant quarantine, but it mainly aims to control
pest invasion, and alien species carried by ballast water are not covered. The main
purpose of quarantine is to prevent pest impacting on economy and it does not fully
take into account the invasion of alien species causing more severe ecological harm.
Therefore, China should further improve and perfect the existing quarantine system,
expand the scope of inspection and quarantine, and cover in legislation on ballast
water inspection and quarantine.

The guideline for Ballast water sampling to the PSC is still under development. At
present, because many technical issues of guidelines have not been resolved, we
believe that the current priority is developing standards and ballast water sampling
and analysis methods. Once guidance on ballast water sampling and analysis for trial
use in accordance with the BWM Convention and Guidelines (G2) is promulgated,
China port state authorities should establish or designate ballast water sampling and
analysis laboratory in the port, including necessary equipment and instruments,
training, and establish a standardized system of laboratory.
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5.6.4 Monitoring and emergency response system

Although inspection and quarantine system is the first line of defence for preventing
the invasion of alien species, it is impossible to completely prevent the invasion of
alien species in our waters, as mentioned in Figure 2-Ballast water introduction. The
successful establishment of NIS has to experience three steps: Species Survives
Deballasting Process in Recipient Port, Species Survives in Recipient Port and
species reproduce and establish in Recipient Port. If we have a sound and
comprehensive monitoring and early warning system and rapid response mechanism
after alien species brought by ballast water are introduced into the recipient Port, we
can take timely measures to control and remove exotic species before the successful
establishment of NIS, which is not only cost less, but also the effect more ideal.
Therefore we can say monitoring and early warning and rapid response system is an
important line of defence to prevent intrusion.

Firstly, establishing and regulating ocean monitoring system. Because through a
sound monitoring system we can grasp the time of the invasion of alien species,
location, and their survival and development in order to take measures to eradicate
the trend in the early biological invasion. At the same time, establishing information
database of marine alien invasive species provides a basis for assessing the risk of
invasion of alien species to predict the potential impact.

Secondly, we should establish a warning system of alien species on the basis of
monitoring. This system requires that each local administration submit marine alien
species information to the national alien species administration headquarters through
computer networks and other means of communication, and then the experts analyze
the collected information to identify the types of invasive species to evaluate the
harm of invasive species. All these can provide the basis for rapid reaction. National
alien species administration should regularly publish early warning list of biological
safety, the degree of harm and control measures, and timely update. Local
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administration should publish warning information timely in this area according to
the situation in the region.

Finally, we should improve the rapid response system. Monitoring and early warning
system is prepared for rapid response. If invasive species are detected, taking control
measures timely to control the outbreak of the invasion is extremely important. So
through rapid response system, all relevant authorities shall coordinate with each
other to take effective measures to protect the marine environment from irreversible
disaster

5.6.5 Designating ballast water exchange zones

In theory, a good ballast water exchange area shall have strong currents and deeper
water depth. However, the distance from the ship route must also be considered in
the choice of the exchange zone. In some cases, ships may deviate from the set route
for the ballast water exchange to avoid delaying the normal schedule. China coastal
topography is a continental shelf, with an average depth of about 60 meters (Chen,
2006, pp.738-746). Because of these geographical constraints, it is difficult to find a
suitable exchange zone to fulfil the requirements of the BWMC. So, a suitable
Alternate Ballast Water Exchange Zone (ABWEZ) has to be designated to take the
place. At the designation of ABWEZ, such factors as ocean currents and
geographical factors must be considered as well to ensure that they have the
characteristics of NIAS quickly diluted. In addition, it is also important to consider
the marine spatial planning, exploitation of marine resources and other areas; for
example, the main fishing areas and natural resources conservation areas must avoid
disputes.

Take Kaohsiung as an example; it is Taiwan's largest port, in the southwest of
Taiwan; it is one of the largest international cargo and container transport ports. Due
to its significant share of the global marine traffic volume, it is possible for
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Kaohsiung port to serve as a global hot spots of invasion NIAS. Thus, this port can
be used as an example to evaluate the ballast water exchange area. Figure 3 shows
the designated ballast water exchange area in Taiwan and relations to typical
distribution route for Kaohsiung port. We can see from figure5-2 that ballast water
exchange area 1, 2 and 3 are located on both incoming and outgoing vessels from the
Kaohsiung. So when we designate ballast water exchange area, we should avoid the
major fisheries and ecological conservation zones. Considering the limited space of
the china costal, the use of ABWEZ should be a viable option, in view of their
similar functions.

Figure5-2 The designated areas for marine dumping in Taiwan and their relations to
shipping routes for the Port of Kaohsiung
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Source: Liu,. T. K. (2014). Marine Policy 44 187-195

5.6.6 Establishing a mandatory reporting system

According to the BWM Convention, ships should prepare a BWRB for inspection of
port state control, because the BWRB included various ballast water operation
records facilitate subsequent tracking and analysis by the port state, as mentioned
above chapter Ⅲ-3.4 in the US, Australia and New-Zealand, the ballast water reports
are submitted mandatorily before entering their territorial waters; The content of
reports are almost the same, including description of the voyage, ballast water
information, ballast water management and discharge records and so on. In the future,
when a ship enter the China International Ports, the owner or their agents should
submit ballast water reports to the CMSA before a ship arrives at a port, and make it
a mandatory requirement for the completion of ballast water declaration. If the ships’
ballast water management is not complying with the port state, the ship will be
prohibited from entering the port, in order to completely prevent the discharge of
ship ballast water within port state waters. On the other hand, the Government may
consider adding ballast water information to the existing Pre-Arrival reports as a
combined declaration, or require a separate ballast water declaration form for ships
entering and leaving the port. The former method makes the operation more easily to
the arrived vessels; the latter method is suitable for future data collection and
analysis, and better ballast water management by the CMSA. Future of ballast water
management, the declaration form shall be sent to the port authority (CMSA) in 1296h before ships entering the port, in order to facilitate a follow-up evaluation, then
the Port Authority will be able to compile a port-related information database, and
based on this information, they will analyze ballast water risks efficiently.
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Chapter Ⅵ Conclusion

As the problems of ballast water bringing invasive alien organisms has become
increasingly prominent and BWMC’ entry into force is approaching, all countries are
stepping up to establish the legal system of ballast water port state controls in order
to prevent foreign ships from carrying ballast water that causes environmental
damage. China is inexperienced in the ballast water management, especially in
ballast water port state controls and there is a lack of specification and
implementation of legal norms. Therefore, establishing an effective legal mechanism
is effective means to solve the problems of port state supervision.

The BWMC and national laws provide a wealth of theoretical and practical resources
for the China legal system on the ballast water port state control. China should focus
on the content of BWMC to develop ballast water discharge procedures and
standards that fit our national condition, while absorbing experience of foreign
countries on ballast water port state legal supervision mechanism. The above two is
necessary for building and improving our ship ballast water port state controls legal
mechanism. In the legislation on ship's ballast water port state controls, legal norms
shall include the following aspects: Firstly, Unified competent authorities and powers;
secondly, specific procedures for ship’s ballast water port state regulatory system,
legitimate regulatory actions of safeguards; finally, the development of substantive
rules from the grasp of ballast water information and control ballast water discharge,
and establish penalty system to ensure the above procedures and regulatory process.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Report of inspection in accordance with IMO port state control
procedures
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Appendix 2: The EPA Ballast water log
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Appendix 3: Victorian ballast water report form
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